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Dedicated to NAPOLEON BONAPARTE - In 1796 the first “Italian Campaign”, after the founding of the 

Republic of Alba, on April 28th of the same year, Napoleon signed an armistice in Salmatoris Palace of 

Cherasco that ended hostilities between the French Republic and the Kingdom of Sardinia. On the 

occasion Napoleon forced Vittorio Amedeo III of Savoy to relinquish the Langhe, the lower Piedmont, 

Nice and Savoy to France.  

The decor and furnishing evoke the Empire style through the use of light blue colour, ceilings and walls 

decorated with stucco works and pilasters, silk and damask fabric in various shades of light blue and 

gray, black lacquered wood furniture with brass details and dove-gray canopy bed.    

Paintings in the rooms are showing the passage of Napoleon in Piedmont.  

Napoleon Bonaparte apartment 
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https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/repubblica_francese
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/regno_di_sardegna
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Type of accommodation: Three-room apartment in the villa 

 !  

Location: Ground floor 
No. of persons: Five adults or Four adults plus two children under ten (sofa bed) 
Living area: 75 m² 
Rooms: 3, Bedroom/s: 2, Bathrooms: 2  
Furnishing: Elegant, refined, and evocative of Imperial Style, wooden parquet, travertine marble floor. 
Equipment: Satellite TV, Wi-Fi Internet connection (included). Air conditioning, floor heating. 
Furnished kitchen.  
Common area: washing machine, iron/ironing board, locker  
View: panoramic 
Access/parking: Garage in the basement. 
Pool: Yes, shared with the guests of the other apartments 
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Subdivision of spaces 

Entrance - Living room: Living room with sofa bed, pouf and armchair, peninsula table with 4 chairs, 
console, library, access to the large panoramic terrace and direct access to the pool.  
Linear kitchen in the living room equipped with a 4-burner induction hob, oven, dishwasher, fridge, small 
freezer, coffee machine, dishes set, water and wine glasses, cutleries and cooking accessories. US-style 
placemats and linen napkins. 
Bedroom 1: Double canopy bed, closet, dedicated bathroom. Large rear terrace facing the private garden 
Bedroom 2: Two single beds or, alternatively, double bed. Bathroom adjacent to the room. Window 
overlooking the private garden.  

Napoleon living room and kitchen, terrace 
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Napoleon bedroom 1 
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   Bathroom and bedroom patio (1)
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  Napoleon bedroom and bathroom (2) 
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